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The wave based method (WBM), which is based on an indirect Trefftz approach, is a deterministic

prediction method posed as an alternative to the element-based methods. It uses wave functions,

which are exact solutions of the underlying differential equation, to describe the dynamic field

variables. In this way, it can avoid the pollution errors associated with the polynomial element-based

approximations. As a consequence, a dense element discretization is no longer required, yielding a

smaller numerical system. The resulting enhanced computational efficiency of the WBM as compared

to the element-based methods has been proven for the analysis of both bounded and unbounded

acoustic problems. This paper extends the applicability of the WBM to semi-infinite domains. An

appropriate function set is proposed, together with a calculation procedure for both semi-infinite

radiation and scattering problems, and transmission or diffraction problems containing a rigid baffle.

The resulting technique is validated on two numerical examples.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ever increasing restrictive legal regulations regarding noise
and vibration exposure as well as the customer’s growing demand
for comfort, force industrial designers to take into account the
acoustic behaviour of their products in the design optimization.
As time is money and less is more, Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) tools have become an essential part in the product devel-
opment process. The possibility of analyzing and optimizing
virtual prototypes has relaxed the need for very expensive and
time-consuming physical prototype testing.

Both the finite element method (FEM) and the boundary
element method (BEM) are well established deterministic CAE
tools which are commonly used for the analysis of real-life
acoustic problems. The FEM [1] discretizes the entire problem
domain into a large but finite number of small elements. Within
these elements, the dynamic response variables are described in
terms of simple, polynomial shape functions. Because the FEM is
based on a discretization of the problem domain into small
elements, it cannot handle unbounded problems inherently. An
artificial boundary is needed to truncate the unbounded problem
into a bounded problem. Special techniques are then required to
reduce spurious reflection of waves at the truncation boundary.
ll rights reserved.

. Bergen).
Three strategies are applied to this end [2,3]: absorbing boundary
conditions [4], infinite elements [5] or absorbing layers [6].

The BEM [7] is based on a boundary integral formulation of the
problem. As a result, only the boundary of the considered domain
has to be discretized. Within the applied boundary elements,
some acoustic boundary variables are expressed in terms of
simple, polynomial shape functions, similar to the FEM. Since
the boundary integral formulation inherently satisfies the
Sommerfeld radiation condition, the BEM is particularly suited
for the treatment of problems in unbounded domains.

However, since the simple shape functions used in both the
FEM and BEM are no exact solutions of the governing differential
equations, a very fine discretization is required to suppress the
associated pollution errors [8] and to obtain a reasonable predic-
tion accuracy. The resulting large numerical models limit
the practical applicability of these methods to low-frequency
problems [9], due to the prohibitively large computational cost.

To overcome those limitations, several enhanced methods are
proposed [2]. Often, those methods apply a wave-like basis for the
approximation to better match the nature of the dynamic field.
To this end, the spectral methods use a global basis based on
oscillating functions, such as harmonics (sine and cosine) or
Chebyshev polynomials [10,11]. The Trefftz methods [12] take
this approach a step further, selecting the basis functions
to satisfy a priori the governing dynamic equations. Several
methods have been developed following this philosophy. The
Equivalent Source Method (ESM) [13] is a prominent example,
which employs a weighted distribution of particular solutions to
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describe the dynamic field. Many variations on this method are
proposed, using different distributions and types of sources, such
as acoustic point sources [14] and plane waves [15]. It is also
possible to use homogeneous solutions of the governing equa-
tions in the field expansion [16]. The ability to include a priori

known information in the numerical model often yields an
improved accuracy and computational efficiency, as illustrated
by several applications in various problem domains [17,18].

The wave based method (WBM) [19] is another alternative
deterministic technique for the analysis of acoustic problems. The
method is also based on an indirect Trefftz approach [12], in that
the dynamic response variables are described using so-called
wave functions which exactly satisfy the governing differential
equation. In this way, no approximation error is made inside the
domain. However, the wave functions may violate the boundary
and continuity conditions. Enforcing the associated residual
errors to zero in a weighted residual scheme yields a small
system of algebraic equations. Solution of these equations results
in the contribution factors of the wave functions used in the
expansion of the dynamic field variables.

The WBM has been applied successfully for many steady-state
structural dynamic problems [20], interior acoustic problems
[21], interior vibro-acoustic problems [22,23] and exterior
(vibro-)acoustic problems [24–27]. It is shown that, due to the
small model size and the enhanced convergence characteristics,
the WBM has a superior numerical performance as compared to
the element-based methods. As a result, problems at higher
frequencies may be tackled.

This paper discusses the extension of the WBM for two-
dimensional (2D) acoustic analyses in semi-infinite domains. This
is an important type of problem, as in many practical radiation
and scattering problems the acoustic domain is truncated by a
rigid baffle plane. This extension is also useful for the study of
acoustic transmission and diffraction problems, in which the
problem domain consists of two semi-infinite domains, connected
to each other through an aperture in the baffle plane, possibly
containing a structure.

This paper consists of three parts. The first part presents a
mathematical problem definition of a general steady-state acous-
tic problem. The second part describes the WBM methodology,
and proposes a function set suitable for modeling a semi-infinite
domain. In the third part, the proposed formulation is applied to
model two examples. The first one is a validation study consider-
ing a pulsating piston in a baffle. This allows to compare the
obtained results with an analytical solution of the problem. A
second example illustrates the potential to tackle diffraction
problems, by considering an aperture in a baffle, shielded by
a plate.
2. Problem description

Consider a general 2D unbounded acoustic problem shown in
Fig. 1. The steady-state acoustic pressure inside the problem domain
X

Y
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Fig. 1. A 2D unbounded acoustic problem.
is governed by the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation [28]:

r2pðrÞþk2pðrÞ ¼�jr0odðr,rqÞq ð1Þ

with o the circular frequency and k¼o=c the acoustic wave
number, j is the imaginary unit (j¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

). The acoustic fluid is
characterized by its density r0 and speed of sound c. The fluid is
excited by a cylindrical acoustic volume velocity source with source
strength q. The problem boundary G constitutes two parts: the finite
part of the boundary, Gb, and the boundary at infinity, G1. Based on
the three types of commonly applied acoustic boundary conditions,
the finite boundary can be further divided into three non-over-
lapping parts: Gb ¼Gv [Gp [ GZ . If we define the velocity operator
Lvð�Þ as

Lvð�Þ ¼
j

r0o
@�

@n
ð2Þ

with n the local normal on the boundary, we can write the boundary
condition residuals:

rAGv : Rv ¼LvðpðrÞÞ�vnðrÞ ¼ 0, ð3Þ

rAGp : Rp ¼ pðrÞ�pðrÞ ¼ 0, ð4Þ

rAGZ : RZ ¼LvðpðrÞÞ�
pðrÞ

ZnðrÞ
¼ 0, ð5Þ

where the quantities vn, p and Zn are, respectively, the imposed
normal velocity, pressure and normal impedance. At the boundary at
infinity G1 the Sommerfeld radiation condition [29] for outgoing
waves is applied. This condition ensures that no acoustic energy is
reflected at infinity and is expressed as

lim
9r9-1

ffiffiffi
r
p @pðrÞ

@9r9
þ jkpðrÞ

 ! !
¼ 0: ð6Þ

Solution of the Helmholtz equation (1) together with the
associated boundary conditions (3)–(6) yields a unique acoustic
pressure field pðrÞ. Once the pressure field is determined, derived
acoustic quantities can be defined [28]:
�
 The acoustic particle velocity vector vðrÞ is proportional to the
gradient of the pressure field, and can be written as

vðrÞ ¼
j

rorpðrÞ: ð7Þ
�
 The active acoustic intensity vector IðrÞ representing the flow
of acoustic energy is defined as

IðrÞ ¼ 1
2RðpðrÞv

nðrÞÞ ð8Þ

with RðxÞ the real part and xn the complex conjugate of x.
3. The wave based method for acoustic radiation problems

The WBM [19] is a numerical modeling method based on an
indirect Trefftz approach for the solution of steady-state acoustic
problems in both bounded and unbounded problem domains.
Instead of using simple approximating polynomials like in the
FEM or BEM, the field variables are expressed as an expansion of
wave functions which inherently satisfy the governing equation—

in this case the Helmholtz equation (1). The degrees of freedom
are the weighting factors of the wave functions in this expansion.
It is an indirect approach, because these weighting factors are not
the dynamic field variables themselves. Enforcing the boundary
and continuity conditions using a weighted residual formulation
yields a system of linear equations whose solution vector contains
the wave function weighting factors.
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The general modeling procedure consists of the following
steps [30]:
(A)
Fig. 2
show
Partitioning into subdomains.

(B)
 Selection of the wave functions in the pressure expansion.

(C)
 Construction of the system of equations via a weighted

residual formulation of the boundary conditions and the
continuity conditions.
(D)
 Solution of the system of equations and postprocessing of the
dynamic variables.
3.1. Partitioning into subdomains

When applied for bounded problems, a sufficient condition for
the WB approximations to converge towards the exact solution is
convexity of the considered problem domain [19]. In a general
acoustic problem, the acoustic problem domain may be non-
convex such that a partitioning into a number of convex sub-
domains is required.

If the WBM is applied to unbounded problems, an initial
partitioning of the unbounded domain into a bounded and an
unbounded region precedes the partitioning into convex subdo-
mains [21]. Fig. 2 illustrates the principle. The unbounded
acoustic problem domain is divided into two non-overlapping
regions by a truncation curve Gt . The unbounded region exterior
to Gt is considered as one acoustic subdomain.

In general, it is desirable to limit the domain partitioning to
the minimum required to satisfy the rules above, because the
introduction of additional interfaces increases the computational
load. The aim is to divide the problem into a few, large sub-
domains. In cases with a complex problem geometry, the parti-
tioning can be simplified by using a hybrid FE–WBM scheme,
applying a FE model to discretize the geometrical details along
the problem boundaries, while the bulk part of the problem
domain is modeled using WBM subdomains, thus retaining to a
large extent the efficiency of the WBM [31,32]. Moreover, a
recently introduced multi-level WBM concept allows to simplify
the partitioning and improve efficiency in several problems
involving multiple scatterers [26] or inclusions [33].

3.2. Acoustic pressure expansion

The steady-state acoustic pressure field pðaÞðrÞ in an acoustic
subdomain OðaÞ (a¼ 1 . . .NO, with NO the total number of sub-
domains, both bounded and unbounded) is approximated by a
solution expansion p̂

ðaÞ
ðrÞ:

pðaÞðrÞC p̂
ðaÞ
ðrÞ ¼

XnðaÞw

w ¼ 1

pðaÞw FðaÞw ðrÞþ p̂
ðaÞ
q ðrÞ

¼UðaÞðrÞpðaÞw þ p̂
ðaÞ
q ðrÞ: ð9Þ

The wave function contributions pðaÞw are the weighting factors for
each of the selected wave functions FðaÞw . Together they form the
. A WB partitioning of the 2D unbounded problem. Subdomain interfaces are

n in dotted line (� � �).
vector of degrees of freedom pðaÞw . The corresponding a priori
defined wave functions are collected in the row vector UðaÞ. The
set of all nW ¼

PNO
a ¼ 1 nðaÞw acoustic wave function contributions

pw is collected in the column vector pw, while the row vector U
contains all nW wave functions. p̂

ðaÞ
q represents a particular

solution resulting from acoustic source terms qðaÞ in the right
hand side of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (1).

3.2.1. Wave functions for a bounded subdomain

Each acoustic wave function FðaÞw ðrÞ exactly satisfies the homo-
geneous part of the Helmholtz equation (1). For 2D bounded
subdomains, the wave functions are constructed based on a
solution of the Helmholtz equation (1) in Cartesian coordinates.
Two types of wave functions are distinguished, the so-called
r- and the s-set:

XnðaÞw

w ¼ 1

pðaÞw FðaÞw ðrÞ ¼
XnðaÞwr

wr ¼ 1

pðaÞwr
FðaÞwr
ðrÞþ

XnðaÞws

ws ¼ 1

pðaÞws
FðaÞws
ðrÞ ð10Þ

with nðaÞw ¼ nðaÞwr
þnðaÞws

. These wave functions are defined as

FðaÞw ðrðx,yÞÞ ¼
FðaÞwr
ðx,yÞ ¼ cosðkðaÞxwr

xÞe�jkðaÞywr
y,

FðaÞws
ðx,yÞ ¼ e�jkðaÞxws

xcosðkðaÞyws
yÞ,

8<
: ð11Þ

The only requirement for the wave functions (11) to be exact
solutions of (1) is

ðkðaÞxwr
Þ
2
þðkðaÞywr

Þ
2
¼ ðkðaÞxws

Þ
2
þðkðaÞyws

Þ
2
¼ k2: ð12Þ

As a result, an infinite number of wave functions (11) can be
defined for expansion (9). Desmet [19] proposes to select the
following wave number components:

ðkðaÞxwr
,kðaÞywr
Þ ¼

wðaÞ1 p
LðaÞx

,7
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2�ðkðaÞxwr

Þ
2

q !
,

ðkðaÞxws
,kðaÞyws
Þ ¼ 7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2�ðkðaÞyws

Þ
2

q
,
wðaÞ2 p
LðaÞy

 !
ð13Þ

with wðaÞ1 and wðaÞ2 ¼ 0,1,2, . . . . The dimensions LðaÞx and LðaÞy

represent the dimensions of the (smallest) bounding rectangle,
circumscribing the considered subdomain. With this selection for
the wave numbers, the wave functions (11) represent a standing
wave along one coordinate direction of the bounding box, multi-
plied with a propagating or evanescent component for the other
direction.

An infinite number of wave functions (11) can be constructed
using the wave numbers as detailed in (13). This series is
truncated to nðaÞw functions for subdomain OðaÞ by selecting the
maximum values for wðaÞ1 and wðaÞ2 :

wðaÞ1,max

LðaÞx

�
wðaÞ2,max

LðaÞy

Z
Nk

p
ð14Þ

with k the physical wave number in the problem under con-
sideration. N is a truncation factor, relating the resolution in the
WB description to the resolution of the physical problem. While
the selection of the optimal value for N may depend on the
specific problem, an important property of this rule is that it
relates the number of functions in the expansion across the
different subdomains such that a homogeneous approximation
resolution is obtained throughout the problem. Lacking any
specific information about the solution, this results in a balanced
distribution of the computational effort over the different
subdomains.

The particular solution p̂
ðaÞ
q for an acoustic source with source

strength qðaÞ inside a bounded subdomain is the free-field
pressure field due to a cylindrical point source at source
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Fig. 3. Definition of a rigid baffle plane and corresponding WB truncation circle.
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position ðxðaÞq ,yðaÞq Þ:

p̂
ðaÞ
q ðx,yÞ ¼

r0oqðaÞ

4
Hð2Þ0 ðkrðaÞq Þ ð15Þ

with rðaÞq ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx�xðaÞq Þ

2
þðy�yðaÞq Þ

2
q

and Hð2Þ0 ð�Þ the zero-order Hankel

function of the second kind. This particular solution is identical to
the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation (1), with an

amplitude factor of �r0oqðaÞ=j.

3.2.2. Wave functions for an unbounded subdomain

In addition to being homogeneous solutions of the Helmholtz
equation, the wave functions for the unbounded domains are
chosen to implicitly satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition
(6). This removes the need to explicitly impose a radiation
condition, similar as in the BEM. Herrera [34] shows that the
following expansion p̂e , exterior to a circular truncation curve
with radius R, yields a convergent set for the pressure field pe,
defined by a Neumann condition on the infinitely long cylinder
with radius R:

peðr,yÞC p̂e ðr,yÞ ¼ pe,c0Hð2Þ0 ðkrÞþ
Xnu

n ¼ 1

ðpe,cnHð2Þn ðkrÞcosðnyÞ

þpe,snHð2Þn ðkrÞsinðnyÞÞ ð16Þ

with r and y the polar coordinates. Hð2Þn ð�Þ is the n-th order Hankel
function of the second kind. The contributions pe,c0, pe,cn and pe,sn

are determined by the velocity boundary condition. From this
expansion, the following wave function set for unbounded
domains is derived:

Fub
w ðrðr,yÞÞ ¼

Fub
wc
ðr,yÞ ¼Hð2Þw ðkrÞcosðwyÞ,

Fub
ws
ðr,yÞ ¼Hð2Þw ðkrÞsinðwyÞ:

8<
: ð17Þ

Due to the nature of the unbounded problem and the shape of the
truncation, the unbounded wave functions are derived from a
solution in polar coordinates. The resulting functions represent a
harmonic distribution of the amplitude on the truncation, multi-
plied with the Hankel function Hð2Þn ðkrÞ, describing the decay of an
outgoing acoustic wave. Note that with this selection of the
Hankel function, these functions always represent an outgoing
wave, implicitly satisfying the Sommerfeld condition (6).

Using the functions (17) in the pressure expansion (9), the
pressure in an unbounded subdomain can be represented. Analo-
gous as for the bounded domains, the series of functions in the
expansion has to be truncated. An equivalent rule imposing a
desired resolution in the unbounded domain relative to the
physical wave number yields

nu ¼ 2RtNk ð18Þ

with nu the highest order taken in the unbounded function set
and Rt the radius of the truncation Gt . The physical interpretation
of this rule is that a desired resolution of N halve wavelengths is
imposed on the unbounded domain along the truncation Gt .
Using this rule-of-thumb matches the spatial resolution of the
approximation fields in all the WBM subdomains, both bounded
and unbounded.

For modelling sources in unbounded acoustic domains, the
particular solution for a cylindrical source (15) can be applied.
Other source definitions for unbounded WB models, like the
commonly used plane wave excitation, are discussed by Bergen
[35].

3.2.3. Wave functions for a semi-unbounded subdomain

In many practical radiation problems, the unbounded domain
is delimited by an infinitely extended rigid plane. Also for
transmission cases the domain is split into two by a baffle
(Fig. 3), yielding two semi-infinite subdomains. In order to
introduce a rigid baffle line in a WB model, the baffle line has to
be taken into account when partitioning the unbounded problem
domain into a bounded region and an unbounded region, through
the introduction of a truncation curve as shown in Fig. 3. The
infinite baffle line extends into both the bounded and unbounded
region. The part of the baffle inside the truncation curve is
modelled by explicitly applying rigid normal velocity boundary
conditions (3) with vn ¼ 0, while the infinite part of the baffle,
which is located in the unbounded region, is implicitly taken into
account in the definition of the wave functions.

The baffled wave function set is based on the wave function
sets resulting from the Neumann problems in circular coordinates
(16). For wave functions to be suited for application in the semi-
unbounded regions of a baffle model, the acoustic velocity normal
to the baffle should be zero on the baffle, i.e. for y¼ 01 and 1801.
The selected wave functions (16) are functions which are pro-
ducts of Hankel functions in the radial direction r with either a
cosine or a sine function in the angular direction y. The acoustic
velocity, approximated by the derivatives of the applied wave
functions, normal to the baffle, should be zero. This is the case for
all functions which contain an angular cosine term, if the trunca-
tion circle is selected such that the center is situated on the baffle
plane. Therefore, the functions with a sine term are omitted from
the expansion, yielding the following basis function set for WB
baffled calculations:

FðubÞ
w ðrðr,yÞÞ ¼FðubÞ

wc
ðr,yÞ ¼Hð2Þw ðkrÞcosðwyÞ: ð19Þ

In the case of transmission or diffraction problems, a separate set
of basis functions of type (19) is defined for each of the two semi-
infinite acoustic subdomains (one on each side of the baffle
plane).
3.3. Acoustic wave model

The proposed expansion functions (11), (16) and (19) exactly
satisfy the Helmholtz equation (1) inside the domain and the
Sommerfeld radiation condition (6) at infinity. The boundary
conditions and subdomain continuity are enforced through a
weighted residual formulation. The residuals on the boundary
conditions are given in (3)–(5), and the residuals enforcing
continuity between two subdomains a and b can be written as

rAGI : Rða,bÞ
I ¼

j

r0o
@pðaÞðrÞ

@nðaÞ
�

pðaÞ

Z int

� �
þ

j

r0o
@pðbÞðrÞ

@nðbÞ
þ

pðbÞ

Z int

� �
ð20Þ

with nðaÞ the local normal on the subdomain interface GI , out-
wards of domain a and Z int an impedance coupling factor, chosen
as r0c [30]. Note that this continuity condition is enforced on
each domain, for each interface, yielding two continuity condi-
tions over each subdomain interface.
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For each subdomain, the error functions are orthogonalized
with respect to a weighting function ~pðaÞ or its derivative. The
weighted residual formulation, applying the introduced error
functions, is expressed asZ
GðaÞv

~pðaÞðrÞRðaÞv ðrÞ dGþ
Z
GðaÞ

Z

~pðaÞðrÞRðaÞZ ðrÞ dG

þ

Z
GðaÞp

�Lav ð ~p
ðaÞ
ðrÞÞRðaÞp ðrÞ dGþ

XNO

b ¼ 1,baa

Z
Gða,bÞ

I

~pðaÞðrÞ Rða,bÞ
I ðrÞ dG ¼ 0:

ð21Þ

Like in the Galerkin weighting procedure, used in the FEM, the
weighting functions ~pðaÞ are expanded in terms of the same set of
acoustic wave functions used in the pressure expansions (9)
and (16)

~pðaÞðrÞ ¼
XnðaÞa

a ¼ 1

~pa
ðaÞFðaÞa ðrÞ ¼UðaÞðrÞ ~pðaÞw : ð22Þ

From here onwards, the position dependence of the vectors is
omitted in the notations.

Substitution of the pressure expansions (9) and (16) and the
weighting function expansion (22) into the weighted residual
formulation (21) yields

~pðaÞTw ½C
ða,1Þ
aa pð1Þw þ � � � þCða,a�1Þ

aa pða�1Þ
w þAðaÞaa pðaÞw

þCða,aþ1Þ
aa pðaþ1Þ

w þ � � � þCða,NOÞ
aa pðNOÞ

w

�f ða,1Þ
a � � � ��f ða,a�1Þ

a �f ðaÞa �f ða,aþ1Þ
a � � � � �f ða,NOÞ

a � ¼ 0: ð23Þ

For a detailed description of the system matrices, the reader is
referred to Desmet [19]. Due to the oscillatory behavior of the
wave functions, care should be taken when evaluating the
integrals in (21). Standard Gaussian quadrature has proven to
be adequate [36], providing sufficient integration points are used.
For all calculations, a minimum of eight integration points per
wavelength (of the wave functions) is used.

Since the weighted residual formulation (21) should hold for
any weighting function ~pðaÞ, the expressions between the square
brackets in Eq. (23) must be zero. This yields a set of nðaÞw linear
equations in the nW unknown wave function contribution factors.
One such matrix equation is obtained for each subdomain.
Combination of the NO systems yields the acoustic WB model,
consisting of nW algebraic equations in the nW unknown wave
function contribution factors:

½Aaa�fpwg ¼ fbg: ð24Þ

3.4. Solution and postprocessing

The resulting model (24) can be solved for the unknown wave
function contributions pw. The final step in the modeling process
is backsubstitution of these contribution factors into the pressure
expansions (9), yielding an analytical description of the approxi-
mated dynamic pressure field p̂.

3.5. WBM model properties

Where the FEM and BEM use simple polynomials in a fine
discretization to describe the dynamic variables, the WBM uses
wave functions in a coarse partitioning of the domain. As a
consequence, the WBM does not suffer from pollution errors
and relatively few degrees of freedom are needed to accurately
represent the dynamic field. The downside of this is the require-
ment of convex subdomains (for the bounded domains), deterior-
ating the efficiency when the problem geometry is complex and
extensive partitioning is needed.
As an added advantage, derived quantities like acoustic velo-
city and intensity can be easily calculated from the analytic
derivatives of the basis functions. Because of the wave-like
nature of those basis functions, there is no loss of accuracy for
derived variables, since the derivatives have a similar spatial
resolution.

The use of a Trefftz basis typically leads to ill-conditioned
systems [37]. Therefore, the highly oscillatory integrals (21)
should be evaluated with care to ensure the matrix coefficients
are determined to high accuracy. The use of a Gauss–Legendre
quadrature with a fixed number of integration points per wave-
length (of the approximation functions) allows an efficient inte-
gration meeting the desired accuracy. Furthermore, [19] proves
that the system resulting from a WB model meets the so-called
Picard conditions [38], indicating that an accurate solution can be
obtained despite the unfavorable condition number. The results of
similar Picard tests performed for unbounded and semi-
unbounded problems support the observations made by [19]
and hence indicate that the introduction of the proposed set of
unbounded and semi-unbounded basis functions in the WBM
approach does not adversely affect the practical convergence of
the method.

As for the BE method and in contrast with the FE method, the
WBM yields a fully populated matrix, whose elements are com-
plex and which cannot be decomposed into frequency indepen-
dent submatrices. However, because the system is substantially
smaller, computation times are generally lower as compared to
the element based methods. These advantageous computation
times, combined with the good accuracy of the WBM, result in an
excellent convergence rate and a computational efficiency which
is superior to the FEM and BEM for a range of steady-state
dynamic problems [20,22–27], allowing the method to tackle
problems at higher frequencies.
4. Numerical examples

This section discusses two numerical examples. In a first
example, the proposed formulation is verified by comparison
with an analytical solution. The problem considered is a vibrating
piston in a baffle plane. A second example looks at the transmis-
sion through an aperture in a baffle, shielded by a plate.
4.1. A vibrating piston in a baffle plane

4.1.1. Problem definition

The WBM approach for modeling baffled problems is applied
to analyze a vibrating piston in a baffle plane (Fig. 4). This allows
for validation of the method by comparing the obtained pressure
field with an analytical solution of this problem, obtained by
evaluation of the Rayleigh integral formulation. The piston width
is 1 m, the acoustic fluid is air (c¼340 m/s, r0 ¼ 1:225 kg=m3).
The piston is vibrating with a unit velocity (v ¼ 1 m=s).
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4.1.2. Model descriptions

Wave based model: The truncation circle is chosen to exactly span
the piston, yielding a truncation radius of 0.5 m, as shown in Fig. 4.
The bounded subdomain is modelled using one WB subdomain.

Analytical solution: The analytical solution of the vibrating
piston problem can be obtained by solving the Rayleigh integral
[28]. For this 2D baffled problem with velocity excitation this
yields

pðrÞ ¼ jr0o
Z
Ga

vnðrÞG1=2ðr,raÞ dG ð25Þ

with G1=2ðr,raÞ the 2D halfspace Green’s kernel function

G1=2ðr,raÞ ¼ 2Gðr,raÞ ¼ �
j

2
Hð2Þ0 ðk9r�ra9Þ, ð26Þ

where Gðr,raÞ is the regular 2D Green’s function. The integration
domain Ga is the vibrating surface of the piston. A Gauss–
Legendre integration scheme is used for the evaluation of the
integral. The number of integration points was increased until the
analytical solution converged to the machine precision, in this
case requiring around 1000 integration points.
4.1.3. Results

Fig. 5 shows the contours of the real part of the resulting
pressure field at 1000 Hz (ka� 18 with a being a characteristic
dimension of the problem, in casu the piston width). This result is
obtained using a WB model consisting of 100 wave functions. For
comparison with the analytical solution, the pressure is plotted
along a line starting from the center of the piston, at an angle of
601 and 901 with the baffle. This is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b),
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Fig. 5. Contour field at 1000 Hz, real part of the pressure [Pa].
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Fig. 6. Real part of the pressure and relative error at 1000
respectively, along with the relative pressure difference DPrel:

DPrel ¼
Jp̂�pref J

Jpref J
, ð27Þ

where pref is the analytically calculated reference pressure; JxJ

denotes the amplitude of the complex number x. It can be
observed that the WB result matches the analytical solution,
obtained from the Rayleigh integral.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the real part of the pressure and the
relative pressure difference along a circle with radius 0.3 m and
0.55 m respectively, the first curve being situated inside the
bounded subdomain, the second in the unbounded. Again, a good
agreement with the analytical solution can be observed. This is
further illustrated in Fig. 8, where the error evolution is shown for
an increasing number of degrees of freedom in the model. The
error shown is the mean relative error on the pressure amplitude,
evaluated along both a line through the origin and an arc at radius
0.65 m. It can be clearly observed that the WB model converges to
the analytical solution, and excellent accuracy is obtained already
with few (o100) functions.

4.2. Diffraction through a shielded baffle aperture

4.2.1. Problem definition

In a second numerical example the formulations are applied to
a diffraction problem, consisting of an aperture in a baffle, shielded
by a plate. The aperture is 0.5 m wide. The shielding surface,
positioned 0.2 m under the baffle, is 0.6 m wide. The acoustic fluid
is the same as in the previous example. The problem is excited by a
point source q with amplitude 1 Pa above and right of the aperture.
Fig. 9 shows the problem and the WB domain decomposition.

4.2.2. Model description

The part above the baffle is modeled using three bounded and
one semi-unbounded WB subdomain, for the lower part eight
bounded and one semi-unbounded subdomain are used. The
smallest constructed wave model uses 134 bounded wave func-
tions and two times 64 semi-unbounded wave functions. This
model is refined until it consists of 2216 bounded and 578 semi-
unbounded functions.

4.2.3. Results

Figs. 10 and 11 show, respectively, the real part of the pressure
and the active intensity field resulting from the point source
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Hz (ka� 18). (a) Line at y¼ p=3. (b) Line at y¼ p=2.
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excitation at a frequency of 700 Hz (ka� 8 with a¼0.6 m). It is
clear that the obtained pressure field satisfies the imposed
boundary conditions: pressure contours are perpendicular to the
rigid walls, and the inter-domain continuity is respected. The
rigid baffle in the unbounded part, which is introduced by the
choice of the semi-unbounded wave functions, is also correctly
represented: pressure contours are perpendicular to it and no
intensity is flowing through. The evolution of the relative error on
both pressure (DPrel) and active intensity (DIact,rel), for increasing
number of wave functions in the model, is shown in Fig. 12. The
errors are calculated using Eq. (27) for the pressure and equiva-
lent for the intensity, and subsequently averaged over a square
around the problem geometry (same area as the contour field
shown in Figs. 10 and 11). A large WB model is taken as a
reference for the error calculation. A good convergence is
observed, both for the pressure and for the active intensity, where
the rate is similar for both, since derived quantities like velocity
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and active intensity can be computed by analytic derivation of the
basis functions.
5. Conclusions

This paper discusses an extension of wave based method
(WBM) for the treatment of acoustic problems in semi-infinite
domains. To efficiently model these domains, a function set is
proposed that not only satisfies the Helmholtz equation, but also
the Sommerfeld radiation condition and the velocity condition on
the rigid baffle plane. The absence of pollution errors and the
small system result in a good prediction accuracy and a high
convergence rate.

The resulting technique is validated through the study of a
pulsating piston in a baffle, allowing for comparison with an
analytical formulation of the solution. It is shown that the WBM
matches this reference solution with great accuracy. A second
numerical example illustrates the potential of the WBM for more
complex diffraction problems. The problem studied consists of an
aperture in a baffle, shielded by a rigid surface. The examples
considered illustrate the good convergence rate of the WBM, both
when considering pressure and derived quantities such as acous-
tic intensity. Due to the wave-like nature of the basis functions,
there is no decrease in accuracy when studying derived quanti-
ties. This good convergence and associated computational effi-
ciency enables to use the technique for practical mid-frequency
problems.
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